While algorithms for cooperative proxy caching have been widely studied, little is understood about the performance of cooperative caching in the Web environment as it scales to large client populations. This paper uses both tracebased analysis and analytic modelling to show the potential advantages and drawbacks of inter-proxy cooperation. With our traces, we evaluate quantitatively the performance-improvement potential of cooperation between 200 small-organization proxies within a university environment, and between two large-organization proxies handling 20,000 and 60,000 clients, respectively. With our model, we go beyond those populations to project the implications for cooperative caching in regions with millions of clients. Overall, we demonstrate that cooperative caching has performance benefits only within limited population bounds. We also use our model to examine the implications of future trends in Web-access behavior and traffic.
Introduction
Cooperative caching -the sharing and coordination of cache state among multiple communicating caches -has been shown to improve the performance of file and virtualmemory systems in a high-speed local-area network environment [3, 16] . For example, when a file-page miss occurs, the local file cache may transfer the page from the file cache on another node. Cooperative caching works in this environment, because network transfer time is much smaller than the disk access time required to service a miss.
In the context of the Internet, proxy caches have become commonplace to improve the performance of client browsers. Typically, the proxy sits above an entire company or organization. By caching requests for a group of users, a proxy can quickly return documents previously accessed by other clients. Ultimately, though, the hit rate of the proxy is a function of the size of the population it manages -a size often dictated by political, organizational, or geographic considerations. An obvious question, then, is whether multiple proxies should cooperate with each other in order to increase total client population, improve hit ratios, and reduce document-access latency. Whether such cooperative proxy caching will work depends on the sharing patterns of documents across organizations and the ratio of inter-proxy communication time to server fetch time.
Several cooperative-caching protocols have been proposed [9, 34, 15, 28, 30] ; however, few studies have examined cooperative Web caching from a systemic viewpoint. As a result, we know neither the environments in which cooperative caching pays (if any) nor its potential performance benefits. Answering such questions has been difficult in the past, because studying proxy cooperation requires simultaneous traces from multiple proxies.
In this paper, we take a two-pronged approach to exploring the limits and potentials of cooperative proxy caching. As the first approach, we collect and analyze traces from two environments: a large university environment and the Microsoft corporation. As a key component of our university trace, we identify each client in terms of its membership in one of about 200 university departments or programs. This gives us the equivalent of a simultaneous trace of 200 diverse, independent organizations, permitting us to analyze document sharing among those organizations, and to measure the potential benefits of cooperation among organization-based proxies. We examine latency and bandwidth benefits of proxy caching for this data as well. We then use the Microsoft trace of employee traffic to the Internet to explore the potentials of cooperation between larger organizations. To do this, we analyze traces from Microsoft and the university that we collected over the same time period and processed with the same anonymization function. This permits a direct computation of the degree of document sharing, and hence the benefit of sharing, between two proxies handling tens of thousands of clients each.
As the second approach, we develop an analytic model of Web behavior in order to extend beyond the limits of our trace results. The model permits us to examine the impact of larger populations sizes, to explore the tradeoffs between various cooperative-caching schemes, and to speculate on the performance implications of future trends.
Our results show the benefits of cooperative caching among collections of small organizations. However, we show that cooperative caching is unlikely to have significant benefits for larger organizations or populations. That is, with current sharing patterns, there is little point in designing scalable cooperative-caching schemes; all reasonable schemes will have similar performance in the low-end population range where cooperative caching works. Thus, the crucial problem that must be solved to improve Web performance is to increase document cacheability.
The paper is organized as follows. The following section describes previous work and its relationship to our study. Section 3 describes our traces, and presents and analyzes data from the traces. Section 4 develops an analytic model of Web behavior and presents results gained from that model. Section 5 summarizes and concludes.
Related Work
Web tracing and caching are highly active research areas. Recent studies of Web traffic include analyses of Web access traces from the perspective of browsers [11, 25] , proxies [10, 2, 23, 14, 20, 13, 28, 6, 7, 5, 17] , and servers [27, 1, 4] . The earlier tracing studies were rather limited in request rate, number of requests, and diversity of population. The most recent tracing studies have been larger and generally more diverse. In addition to static analysis, some studies have also used trace-driven cache simulation to characterize the locality and sharing properties of these very large traces [2, 23, 14, 20, 6, 17] , and to study the effects of cookies, aborted connections, and persistent connections on the performance of proxy caching [6, 17] .
Researchers have studied the temporal locality of Web proxy traces and examined how hit-ratio depends, asymptotically, on cache size and the number of requests. Several interesting findings have been observed. First, it has been well-documented that for most traces, the relative frequency with which Web pages are requested follows a Zipf-like distribution [5, 19, 11, 2, 8, 31] . Second, for infinite-sized caches, it has been shown empirically and analytically that the hit ratio for a Web proxy grows logarithmically with the client population of the proxy and the number of requests seen by the proxy [5, 8, 31, 20, 21, 14] .
There has also been extensive work on cooperative Web caching as a technique to reduce access latency and bandwidth consumption. Cooperative Web caching proposals include hierarchical schemes like Harvest and Squid [9, 29] , hash-based schemes [33, 22] , directorybased schemes [15, 30, 26] and multicast-based schemes [34, 32] . Although each of these research efforts included a performance evaluation of the protocols proposed and a discussion of algorithm scalability, none of these evaluations presented either empirical or analytical evaluations of the effectiveness of their schemes for large scale client populations as found in a wide-area setting.
In this paper, we expand on these previous research efforts. We use trace-based analysis to quantify the potential advantages and drawbacks of inter-proxy cooperation for small and medium-sized organizations. We use analytic modelling to examine cooperative-caching performance in wider-area environments. Our model is inspired by the model of Breslau et al. [5] . We have augmented their assumptions with a model of document rate of change, client request rate, and a small number of other parameters that allow us to study the steady-state behavior of cooperativecaching schemes as a function of the characteristics of the population they serve.
Web Document Sharing and Proxy Caching
This section poses and answers a number of questions about the potentials of cooperative proxy caching. Before considering specific caching algorithms, we wish to explore the bounds of cooperative-caching performance. For example, key questions include:
1. What is the best performance one could achieve with "perfect" cooperative caching?
2. For what range of client populations can cooperative caching work effectively?
3. Does the way in which clients are assigned to caches matter?
4. What cache hit rates are necessary to achieve worthwhile decreases in document access latency?
To answer these questions quantitatively, we have collected and analyzed Web access data from two environments: (1) a large university, consisting of about 50,000 students, faculty, and staff, and (2) the Microsoft Corporation, consisting of about 40,000 employees. Most significant, the two traces were collected simultaneously and anonymized in the same way, allowing direct comparison of trace records, including URLs and server addresses. We use the university trace as a way to analyze document sharing by 200 small independent organizations within a diverse university; we use the university and Microsoft traces together as a way to analyze document sharing across two large organizations. In both environments, we examine the potential benefits of proxy cache coordination. This section presents results derived from this trace data; in Section 4, we will present an analytical model to extend beyond the limits of the trace to much larger populations.
Trace Collection and Characteristics
While several well-known traces exist in the public domain [11, 25, 14, 20, 13] old and the information they contain is inadequate for our analysis. We therefore designed and implemented our own trace software and installed it on a computer connected to the outgoing switches though which all of our university's Internet traffic flows. The traces are anonymized, but the anonymization preserves certain key aspects of the data that we require. In particular, we anonymize client IP addresses, but first classify the client based on its "organizational" membership. This allows us to identify requests from different academic and administrative entities within the university (e.g., we classify each department as being a unique organization). We describe the use of this information later in this section. We have been collecting University traces since October 1998; the trace used for this section was collected from May 7th through May 14th 1999, and therefore shows very recent access characteristics. Table 1 gives the high-level details of this trace. As the table shows, we saw on the order of 83 million requests by 23,000 clients to 244,000 servers over the 7-day trace period. Using this data, we can determine upper bounds on the performance of any cooperative caching algorithm, which tells us whether proxy cooperation is worthwhile even in the best case in our environment.
We also processed traces collected by the proxies handling all outgoing traffic from Microsoft Corporation. These traces were collected on the same days that we collected our university trace. Our software anonymizes both traces using the same functions, so that URLs and server IP addresses in the two traces can be directly compared. Table 1 shows that in the same period, we saw on the order of 100 million requests by 57,000 clients to 316,000 servers in the Microsoft trace.
The Impact of Population Size
In a cooperative-caching scheme, a proxy forwards a missing request to other proxies, hoping that (1) another proxy holds the requested document, and (2) that document can be returned faster than a request to the server. Whether such cooperation is worthwhile will depend on the number of proxies involved, their distances (inter-proxy communication latencies), their utilizations, the client popula- tions served, and the complexity of the protocols used.
In the end, the result of cooperative proxy caching is simply to increase the effective client population. That is, at best, a collection of cooperating caches will achieve the hit rate of a single proxy acting over the combined population of all of the proxies. In reality, the performance will be less than perfect, because proxies will not have perfect knowledge and will pay the overheads of interproxy communication latency. Examining a single toplevel proxy therefore gives us an upper bound on achievable cooperative-caching performance. Figure 1 graphs hit rate vs. client population size for our traces. These results are consistent with previous studies [24, 21, 14] . The two lower lines on the graph show the behavior of the university population. The bottom line shows the "cacheable hit rate", which we define as the hit rate that a proxy would see if it had infinite storage and documents did not expire, while still taking into account the cacheability characteristics of the documents. Our decision about whether or not a document is cacheable is based on the Squid V2 implementation [29] . The middle line in Figure 1 shows the "ideal hit rate" that would be achievable if all shared documents were cacheable. In the future, improvements to Web protocols may move the cacheable line closer to the ideal line. On the other hand, future changes in document characteristics may move the cacheable line in either direction. We explore these impacts in Section 4.
The top line in Figure 1 shows the ideal hit rate curve for the Microsoft trace. 1 It is interesting to note that the curve asymptote is about 15% higher than that of the University environment, an indication that document sharing within Microsoft is much higher than within the university. This indicates, not surprisingly, that the Microsoft population is much more homogeneous in its Web-access behavior than the university population.
From this simple figure, we can draw several key conclusions about cooperative caching. The graphs have a sharp knee at about 2500 clients. The steep increase in hit rate below that knee implies that a large potential benefit (hit rate increase) could exist from cooperative caching for multiple proxies with small client populations. For example, given 10 proxies, each handling a population of a few hundred clients, cooperative caching has the potential to significantly improve the hit ratio seen by the clients of those proxies. The improvement occurs by increasing the total population of each proxy from 200 to 2000 clients.
It is important to note that the total number of clients (below the knee) that can benefit from cooperative caching could easily be handled by a single proxy cache. Often this will not be possible, however, because decisions of proxy placement are based on political or geographical factors, such as company organization, location, and so on. While one organization may not trust another to proxy all of its requests, it may be willing to cooperate with other proxies for performance reasons. Figure 1 also shows that hit rate increases only very slowly with client population once past the knee of the curve. It is therefore not clear whether cooperation caching will pay in this region, for proxies whose populations are already above a few thousand clients. We will explore this question in more detail below and in Section 4.
Hit Rate vs. Latency and Bandwidth
While many caching studies focus on hit rate, in the Web environment it is ultimately latency, and not hit rate, that is crucial to clients. From the perspective of Internet service providers, hit rate translates into bandwidth savings over costly Internet links. These bandwidth savings can also reduce wide-area network congestion, potentially improving the performance of the Internet as a whole. Figure 2 shows document latency in our university trace as a function of the number of clients using a proxy cache. The top three lines, from top to bottom, show mean lastbyte latency (1) as extracted from the trace (i.e., with no proxy), (2) with a proxy cache respecting cacheability, and (3) with an ideal proxy cache. The bottom three lines show median last-byte latency under the same three conditions. The three mean lines level out quickly, while the medians are essentially flat. This implies that caching will have little impact on mean and median latency beyond very small client populations.
In Figure 2 , the mean latency is much higher than the median due to many high-latency documents. Perhaps cooperative caching can reduce the percentage of these high Figure 3 implies that this is not the case; it shows the percentage of documents with a lastbyte latency below 2 seconds for the three caching situations described above. The flatness and closeness of these lines demonstrates that neither cacheability nor increasing population will significantly reduce the number of highlatency documents. Our trace analysis indicates that these documents are slow due to network latency (e.g., from congestion, low-bandwidth links, long distances), document size, or both. As described below, shared documents tend to be smaller than non-shared documents, biasing misses towards larger documents that consequently take longer to download. Correlation studies indicate that round-trip time is not strongly correlated with sharing, and so requests that are misses are about equally likely to traverse slow networks as hits.
A final dimension is bandwidth. Figure 4 shows the byte hit rate as a function of client population for the university trace. Once again, we see a knee in the curve at around 2500 clients. Comparing these results to the hit rates given in Figure 1 , we can conclude that shared objects are smaller on average than other objects. Figure 5 shows the average bandwidth consumed as a function of client population for the three caching situations. We see that while caching reduces bandwidth consumption compared to no caching, there is no benefit to increased client population (i.e., there is no decrease in the slope of the bandwidth line).
Proxies and organizations
We produced Figures 1 and 4 by computing the hit rate of random subsets of clients at each population size; therefore, the figures assume that all clients are essentially iden- To answer this question is difficult, because it requires a simultaneous trace of a large number of proxies in the Internet. Such traces have not existed in the past. We have tried to answer the question in our university environment, using the university as a small-scale model of the broader networked community. The university consists of a large collection of diverse organizations, e.g., museums of art and natural history, schools of nursing and dentistry, and departments such as music, Scandinavian languages, and computer science. Think of each such organization as an independent business entity, with its own interests and focus, which would typically have its own proxy sitting on its connection to the Internet.
In fact, somewhat fortuitously, few organizations on our campus currently employ proxies; this permits us to see all outgoing client requests and their responses. In our tracing software, before anonymizing each client's IP address, we first classify that client as belonging to one of about 200 independent university organizations. In this way, we preserve organizational membership information, while protecting client identities. In effect, this gives us a simultaneous trace of Web requests from 200 organizations. Figure 6 shows the ideal (left-hand bar) and cacheable (right-hand bar) hit rates for the 15 largest university organizations. The bars are labelled on the x-axis with the number of clients seen in the trace for each of the organi- zations shown: the smallest organization had 192 clients, while the largest had 978 clients. These bars thus represent 15 medium-sized companies or client communities. The lower portion of each bar shows the hit rate that would be seen by a local proxy acting on behalf of that organization. The upper portion of the bar shows the improvement in hit rate that would be seen by that organization, if all of the university's organizations used perfectly cooperating proxies. For the ideal bars, the average hit rate per group is 52%. The average cooperative-caching hit rate, i.e., the rate that would be seen by a single proxy over all organizations or by a perfect cooperative-caching scheme, is 69%. For the cacheable hit rate bars, the average hit rate per group is 29%, and the cooperative hit rate is 38%. Therefore, if perfect cooperative caching were possible, it would achieve a significant improvement in hit rate for these proxies. Not surprisingly, the improvement is largest for smaller groups; these benefit most from the larger population created by cooperative caching.
An interesting question raised above is whether clients in our university population request documents randomly, or whether their access patterns are related in some way to those of other members of the same organization. To answer this question, we grouped clients from the university at random into organizations with the same sizes as the 200 real organizations, and compared local hit rates. Figure 7 shows a comparison of the hit rates for the 15 largest university and randomly assigned organizations. The result indicates that there is a small (about 4%) increase in hit rates, on average, for the real organizations, compared to the randomly-assigned organizations. Therefore, there is some locality in organizational membership, but the impact is not significant in this case.
A related question is whether a better grouping exists of clients to proxies, for example, based on each client's doc- ument interest profile. To examine this question, we conducted a clustering study. Using the trace data, we clustered clients based on their document access vectors, using a standard clustering algorithm (KMeans [18] ). This algorithm attempts to optimize intra-cluster sharing. The existence of such groupings within the university might imply the existence of an improved wide-area caching scheme based on clustering.
As with the university organizations, we compared the cluster-based client assignments to random assignments of clients into groups of the same size. Figure 8 compares the average hit rates across all clusters to the hit rates when the clusters are randomly populated. The graph shows curves for both the ideal and cacheable proxy simulations. As expected, the randomly-assigned clusters have a consistently lower hit rate than the optimally-clustered organizations. Somewhat surprisingly, however, the difference between the two assignments is just slightly more than the difference between the university and random organizations (about 5%). Again, there is some affinity in client access patterns, but the impact on hit rate is not significant.
Impact of larger population size
We have seen that cooperative caching can increase hit rate, perhaps substantially, below the knee of the curve in Figure 1 . What happens above the knee, i.e., can cooperative caching be applied in a wide-area network? Figure 9 shows the university data from Figure 1 , plotted on a log scale for client population, and extrapolated linearly past the twenty thousand clients we measured.
This graph suggests a number of interesting conclusions. First, we notice that the slopes of the lines are simi- lar. This indicates that there is little correlation between sharing and the cacheability of documents. Second, the cacheability curve is limited by the fraction of requests to cacheable documents, which is 60% in our trace. In this case, cooperative caching among populations larger than 2.2 million do not increase the hit rate to cacheable documents. Third, even if all documents were cacheable, the ideal hit rate reaches a maximum at a population of 15 million users. In Section 4 we will present an analytical model to look in more detail at the behavior of cooperative caching in large-scale environments. Within the context of our own traces, though, we can perform an interesting experiment to create a larger population. Suppose that we implemented cooperative caching between the university and the Microsoft proxies. From the point of view of the university proxy, this quadruples the size of the population it sees; from the point of view of the Microsoft proxy, this increases its population by 40%. What would be the impact of combining the two populations through cooperative caching?
As noted earlier, the Microsoft client population is more homogeneous than the university population, and therefore sees a higher degree of document sharing. Quantitatively, in the Microsoft trace, 83.8% of requests are to previously-requested documents; in the university trace, 62.6% of requests are to previously-requested documents. These statistics are the "ideal hit rates" that would be seen by a cache, if all documents were cacheable. But how much overlap is there to popular documents between the two populations? We looked at the most popular documents requested by each of the two populations, where we defined "most popular" to be those documents accessed more than 500 times. In the university trace, there were 7500 such documents, and in the Microsoft trace, there were 12,000 such documents. Looking at the 1000 most popular in each of the two populations, we see a 32% overlap; that is, of the 1000 most-popular documents accessed by Microsoft, 320 of them are also among the 1000 most popular accessed by the university. Therefore, many of the same documents are popular in both organizations.
To estimate the benefit of cooperative caching between the two organizations, we did the following analysis. We ran the university trace through a simulated university proxy; we then fed all misses to a second-level (cooperating) proxy preloaded with all of the objects seen in the Microsoft trace. Similarly, we ran the Microsoft trace simulating its proxy, with a second-level proxy preloaded with all objects seen by the University race. This gives us an idea of the maximum incremental hit-rate benefit each proxy would see if the two proxies would cooperate. Figure 10 shows the results of this measurement. From the figure, we see that the university proxy, whose effective population would increase 3.5-fold (from 23K to 80K clients), would see its ideal hit rate increase only 3.7% -from 62.6% to 66.3%; its cacheable hit rate would increase only 2.9% -from 34.2% to 37.1%. The Microsoft proxy would see its ideal hit rate increase 3.3% -from 83.8% to 87.1%.
These results are disappointing, but not surprising in retrospect. The reason for these very small increases is that the unpopular documents are universally unpopular; therefore, it is unlikely that a miss in one of these large populations will find the document in the other population's proxy. For the most-popular documents, cooperation does not help either, because only the first access (e.g., of the 500+ accesses to a popular document) has the potential to benefit from another population's proxy.
Summary
In this section, we analyzed traces from two environments to explore the bounds of cooperative-caching performance. From this data, we saw that:
1. The behavior of cooperative caching is characterized by two different regions of the hit rate vs. population curve. For smaller populations, hit rate increases rapidly with population; it is in this region where cooperative caching can be used effectively. However, these population sizes can be handled by a single proxy. Therefore cooperative caching is only necessary to adapt to proxy assignments made for political or geographical reasons.
2. For larger populations (beyond the knee of the population vs. hit rate curve), cooperative caching is unlikely to provide significant benefit. We demonstrate this using our simultaneous traces of the Microsoft and university populations: a 4-fold increase to a large university population via cooperative caching netted only a 2.7% increase in cacheable hit rate.
3. Although there exist organizations with significant sharing rates and locality, such as the Microsoft population, our clustering study shows that cooperative caching specialized to interest groups is unlikely to be effective.
4. While some of these general trends have been observed before, the inevitable conclusion for cooperative caching has not been explicitly noted.
Despite these negative conclusions, it is still possible that cooperative caching will perform better, either in steady state or for different (possibly future) Web characteristics. In the domain where cooperative caching is effective, we also wish to understand which of the proposed cooperative-caching algorithms will be most effective. We explore these questions in the next section.
An Analytic Model of Web Access
In Section 3 we considered the performance potential of cooperative caching using our trace data. In this Section, we extend these results analytically to better understand the steady-state performance of cooperative caching for large client populations, to examine the tradeoffs between various cooperative caching schemes, and to speculate on caching performance in the face of future trends.
Our basic approach is inspired by the model presented by Breslau et al. [5] . We make the following assumptions about clients and documents.
There are N clients in the population. Clients are indistinguishable and act independently of one another.
The total number of documents is n. For simplicity, we model documents as indivisible, rather than compound, and assume that accesses to objects are independent.
The fraction of all requests that are for the i-th most popular document, or the "popularity" of this document, is denoted by p i . We will generally assume that documents follows a Zipf-like distribution [5] , i.e. that p i is proportional to 1=i , for some constant .
The distribution of time between requests made by the client population is exponential with parameter N.
The distribution of time between changes to a document is exponential with parameter , and independent of document popularity, size and latency. Document change can be used to model either expiration or actual change.
The probability that a document requested is cacheable is p c . The average document size is E(S). Document size is independent of document popularity, latency, and rate of change.
For each document, the last-byte latency to the server that is home to that document has cumulative distribution function L(x), and average value E(L). Lastbyte latency is independent of document popularity, and document rate of change.
With these assumptions, we can compute a number of performance characteristics.
Assuming steady state, it is easily shown that for a single proxy cache serving a population of size N:
The steady state hit rate is
where C N is the probability that a request is a hit given that it's cacheable. The steady-state cacheable hit rate to cacheable documents C N is The first integral can be evaluated exactly for = 1 and numerically for other values of .
The probability that the last-byte latency to serve a request exceeds t time units, which we denote lat N (t), is given by
This assumes zero latency for cache hits.
The average bandwidth savings per request due to proxy caching, measured in KBytes not transferred, is denoted B N , and is given by B N = H N E(S):
The expected amount of storage required in a proxy cache for a population of this size is nH N E(S). This is actually optimistic, as it assumes that only objects that are cacheable and have not expired or changed are cached.
The key difference between our model and that presented by Breslau et al. is that we consider steady-state behavior of caching systems as a function of population size in the presence of a document-change and client-requestrate model. Our goal in building the model is also rather different from the goals pursued by Breslau et al. Ultimately, we are using the model to understand the performance of large-scale cooperative-caching schemes in terms of hit rate, latency, bandwidth savings, and storage consumed.
We should note that although a number of the assumptions made here are unlikely to reflect reality, qualitatively the results of this model appear correct or even optimistic with respect to the performance of cooperative caching. We justify the independence assumptions we make by the fact that all the correlation coefficients (between each pair of document size, document popularity, first-byte latency, and document cacheability) computed from our trace are close to 0. However, we have also found that shared objects are more likely to be small and cacheable objects are more likely to have low latencies; both of these findings bode poorly for cooperative caching. Another unrealistic assumption is that the document rate of change is exponentially distributed. Our data shows that the median age of documents accessed is 71 days, but the median time between document changes for those documents that changed is 2 minutes. These numbers indicate that the document rate of change is a heavy-tailed distribution. We have not yet had the opportunity to correlate document rate of change with popularity, which could also significantly affect the results. We will present a more complete analysis of these issues in the final paper. 
Performance of Large Scale Proxy Caching as predicted by this model
We begin by examining the predictions of the model using parameters extracted from our trace data. A key question to address is: given the client request rate, document rate of change, and document popularity distributions, how large a client population is needed to achieve a cache hit rate approaching p c , the fraction of cacheable documents in the Web. The model implies that if the Web were static (i.e., documents were not changing and new documents were not being generated), then any size population would eventually request all documents. For a Zipf popularity distribution with = 1, this would take O(n log 2 n) requests.
After this many requests, with sufficient storage for all these documents, all cacheable requests would thereafter become hits, and the cache hit rate would be p c .
It is important to observe that the storage needed to cache all cacheable objects in the Web is not intractable. Studies suggest that users access about 350 million Web documents. From our traces, we know that there are on average about four objects per document and that 50% of the objects accessed are uncacheable. Based on this, we can estimate that there are about 700 million cacheable objects in the Web. The average object from our trace has size 8KB, so we need 5.6 Terabytes of disk storage to cache everything. Given that single large-capacity modern disks have a 50GB capacity, this means that we need on the order of one hundred disks.
Unfortunately, the Web is not static, and therefore in order for a population of a given size to achieve a cache hit rate approaching p c , it must generate a cumulative request rate that substantially dominates both the growth rate and the object rate of change of Web objects.
Figure11 shows the steady-state hit rate for cacheable documents C N as a function of N, the population size,
for four different values of document rate of change . We assume, as computed from our university trace, that the per-client request rate is 590 requests per day and that the popularity distribution is Zipf-like with parameter = 1:2. Our value is higher than the value observed in other traces, e.g., [5] observed a value of = 0:8; therefore, in Figure 12 we show the same results for = 0:8. The figures show document change rates of one change every 10 days, one change per day, one change per hour, and one change every two minutes. As in Section 3, we see that all of these curves increase rapidly for small client populations and slowly for larger populations. Only for low document rate-of-change values does a small population generate a sufficient cumulative request rate to dominate object rate of change, and converge quickly to nearly perfect hit rate for cacheable documents. For larger values of , the requests are much more highly concentrated on a smaller subset of the documents, so that much smaller populations are needed to get close to the best possible hit rate.
Note that all of these curves must asymptote at 100%. However for high rates of change, particularly coupled with low values, enormous populations are required.
For example, for = 0:8, a hit rate of :95p c is achieved at population sizes of 3M and 90M, for document change rates of every one hour and every 2 minutes, respectively. For = 1:2, a hit rate of :95p c is achieved at population sizes of 840K and 25M for the same change rates.
How does hit rate translate into actual performance improvement? Hit rate determines the improvement in object access latency and the reduction in network bandwidth consumed by transmitting Web objects. These effects are shown in Figures 13 and 14 . Figure 13 as a function of N. These graphs confirm that most of the benefit is achieved at populations below 100K clients, except for the case of extremely high rates of change and low .
Performance in the face of future trends
We now consider the effects of possible future changes in the fundamental parameters of the Web. In particular, we' d like to understand how performance is affected by (a) the rate of change of Web documents, , (b) the client request rate and population size N, and (c) the rate of growth of the Web, measured in the total number of accessible documents n. Figure 15 shows the population needed to achieve a hit rate of 0:5p c and 0:75p c as a function of the document rate of change . It follows directly from the formula for C N that the population (or equivalently client request rate) must grow linearly with to achieve a fixed hit rate. However, the ratio between the population size (or request rate) and document change rate, i.e., the slope of this line, increases rapidly the closer we wish to get to a hit rate of p c .
For example, the slope of the line showing the population needed to achieve a hit rate of 0:95p c is 320,000! Similarly, the population needed to achieve a given hit rate varies inversely with the client request rate . When is very low, even large populations cannot dominate the object rate of change and therefore cannot keep the cache filled with up-to-date objects. On the other hand, when is extremely large, even small populations can maintain a filled, up-to-date cache.
Finally, we consider the effect of increasing n, the number of documents in the web. The property of Zipf-like distributions is that a large fraction of the probability mass is concentrated on a relatively small fraction of the documents, and this remains true even as the number of documents increases. So, for example, the populations needed to achieve hit rates of 0:5p c , 0:75p c and 0:95p c increase by only 3%, 5% and 18% respectively as n is doubled (from the starting point of 1.3 billion documents). The populations needed to achieve hit rates of 0:5p c , 0:75p c and 0:95p c increase by 7%, 20% and 170% respectively when n is increased by a factor of 100.
Comparison of Cooperative Caching Schemes
The previous section explored the performance of large Web proxy caching systems, but ignored the question of how these systems are designed and organized. Proxy caching starts at the level of individual organizations, small and large. To achieve the performance of caching systems with large populations, some form of cooperative caching among these organizational proxies will have to be used. In this section, we extend the calculations from the model to understand the differences in performance between various cooperative-caching systems as a function of scale. We compare three basic schemes: a hierarchical caching system inspired by Squid [29] , a flat hash-based caching system inspired by [33, 22] , and a directory-based scheme inspired by Summary Cache [15] . We evaluate these schemes at the scale of a City, a State, and a large region (the West Coast of the U.S.). Our results will show why there is little motivation to scale to a region larger than a medium-sized city.
The hierarchical caching system assumes a hierarchy of The hash-based caching system assumes a total of m caches cumulatively serving a population of size N. (We will assume m = d k from the hierarchical scheme.) We assume a fixed average latency of L c to transmit data from a random cache to a client in the population, and a hash function that maps URLs to one of the m caches uniformly at random. On a request by a client, the client hashes the URL and forwards the request to the corresponding cache C. If the cache stores the document, it is forwarded to the client. Otherwise, the request is forwarded to the server and a copy is returned to the client and to the cache C.
The advantages of such a scheme are that load is balanced across the proxy caches and only one copy of each document is stored in the entire cooperative caching system. Such schemes have been proposed primarily for use in a local-area setting, since for large populations, L c may be fairly large.
Finally, in the directory-based system, we assume a total of m caches cumulatively serving a population of size N.
In this system, the population is partitioned into subpopulations of size N=m, and each subpopulation is served by a single proxy cache. Each proxy cache maintains a directory that summarizes the set of documents stored at each of the other proxy caches in the system. When a client issues a request for a document, it is forwarded to its proxy cache. If the proxy cache has the object it is transmitted directly to the client. Otherwise, the proxy cache checks its directory to see if another proxy cache in the system stores a copy of Table 2 : Cooperative-caching performance parameters. the document. If so, the request is sent to a random cache storing a copy, which then returns a copy of the document to the proxy cache and to the requesting client. We assume a latency of L l to transmit data from a proxy cache to a client it serves, and a latency of L c between proxy caches in the system.
To maintain the directories, each proxy cache periodically (every t time units) sends out an update about the contents of its cache. In particular, it multicasts the set of changes to its document set since the last request. We ignore the overhead of these messages in our subsequent analysis. Table 2 summarizes the performance of the three schemes, based on the model. (E(L) is the average latency to a server and E(S) is the average document size.)
We compare the performance of these schemes at a few different scales:
A cooperative caching scheme for a medium-sized City (population of N=0.5 million).
A cooperative caching scheme for a small State (population of N=5 million).
A cooperative caching scheme for the West Coast (population of N=50 million).
We assume that there are 50,000 clients behind each lowest-level proxy cache to reflect the fact that, from our trace, clients issue about 600 requests per day, and a fast proxy cache (e.g., [12] ) can handle 500 requests per second. Based on the populations given, this implies a total of m = 10 organizational proxy caches for the City, m = 100 organizational proxy caches for the State and m = 1000 organizational proxy caches for the West Coast. For the hierarchical scheme, we assume that d = 10, giving us a 2-level hierarchy for the City (a single top-level proxy cache on top of the 10 organizational caches), a 3-level hierarchy for the State, and a 4-level hierarchy for the West Coast.
We assume that the average last-byte latency to transfer a document from an organizational proxy cache to a client is 10ms, between two random caches in the city is 50 ms, between two random caches in the state is 100ms and between two random caches on the West Coast is 500ms. These numbers represent a high-bandwidth environment, in which the average document size is 8KB. We estimate that 5 round trips between the sender and the receiver of the document are required to complete the transfer (due to TCP/IP protocol overhead). Tables 3, 4 and 5 present the model results for the three cooperative-caching schemes assuming the basic trace parameters ( = 590 requests per day per client, = 1:2, = 1 change every 2 minutes, n = 1:4 billion objects, E(L) = 2sec and E(S) = 7:7KB.)
From these tables we draw a number of conclusions. First, we see that the bulk of the achievable benefit, in terms of latency savings, is already achieved at the scale of City-level cooperative caching. Indeed, the minimum possible average latency we could hope for is (1 ? p c )E(L), which for our parameters is 0.8 seconds. All three schemes already achieve a value close to this in the City. Second, broadening the region to increase population also increases inter-proxy latencies; as a result, a flat cooperative-caching scheme is no longer effective. For the West Coast, the average latency between proxy caches is sufficiently large that the performance of the flat hashbased and directory-based schemes is worse, in terms of document latency, than their performance at the level of the State, despite the 10x increase in population. Obviously, this problem could be solved by designing hierarchical variants of these two schemes.
In terms of request rate, we see that for all the schemes, the lowest-level proxy caches have similar request rates (though the directory scheme has a slightly higher value) -dominated by the requests from clients served directly by that proxy. However, even at the scale of City-wide cooperative caching, the top-level cache in the hierarchical scheme is a bottleneck. Since request rate will be directly correlated with queueing, the average latency that will be observed in the hierarchical scheme will be significantly higher than shown here, particularly as we scale up to the State or Coast level. Therefore, if scaling up to these levels is desirable (which is itself a questionable proposition at best), the load at the higher levels of the hierarchy must be distributed across multiple proxy caches. There are a number of fairly obvious and natural ways to do this. Finally, with respect to storage, we see that the hashbased scheme is the clear winner, since each document is only stored in one of the proxy caches and the load is balanced across the caches. We can conclude that if proxy caches are truly willing to cooperate, and the latencies between caches are not significant, proxy caches can cooperate to store the cacheable contents of the Web, thus amortizing storage costs efficiently.
Summary
In this section, we developed an analytic model and used it to examine the steady-state performance of cooperativecaching schemes. Our model extends the results from our trace for a wider range of parameter values, including for example, document popularity and document rate of change. We show again that relatively small populations achieve most of the performance benefits of cooperative caching.
We also evaluate three alternative approaches to cooperative caching, and show that all three schemes perform well in the region where cooperative caching is advantageous (e.g., at the level of a medium-sized city). However, a hash-based scheme will achieve the best storage efficiency. In a broader area (e.g., the size of the West Coast), the increased latency of inter-proxy communication overshadows the (very limited) benefits of increased population.
Conclusions
This paper studied cooperative proxy caching in local-and wide-area environments. We use a combination of tracebased analysis and analytic modelling to evaluate cooperative caching, and proxy caching in general, at a wide range of population sizes, document characteristics, and access patterns. At a high level, our results show that:
1. In the absence of significant changes in client behavior, there is little point in continuing to expend effort on the design and evaluation of highly-scalable cooperative-caching schemes. The scale at which cooperative caching makes sense, e.g., up to the level of a medium-sized city, is sufficiently small that most reasonable schemes will achieve most of the benefit.
2. The largest benefit for cooperative caching is achieved for relatively small populations. This is demonstrated by our analysis of cooperation among small organizations within the university environment. Our simultaneous traces of the university and Microsoft confirmed the negligeable benefit of cooperative caching between organizations whose populations are already in the range of 20K clients. Scaling beyond such populations provides only marginal improvement, and therefore makes sense only in very high-bandwidth low-latency environments.
3. Performance at the population level at which cooperative caching works effectively is basically lim- ited by document cacheability. Therefore, increasing cacheability of documents is the main challenge for research aimed at improving Web cache behavior.
4. Cluster-based analysis of client access patterns indicates that wide-area cooperative-caching organizations based on mutual interest offer no obvious advantages over randomly-assigned or organizationbased groupings.
5. Given observed document popularity distributions, hash-based cooperative caching makes the most sense in terms of avoiding unnecessary replication of documents within a small (low-latency) region.
Finally, we feel that in practice, cooperative-caching schemes on the scale of up to a medium-sized city could be possible, with many small organizations cooperating. We believe that this cooperation might be best achieved by using a small number of proxy caches (e.g., ten) at the second level of a cooperative-caching hierarchy, with a hashbased scheme used to distribute the load and storage requirements among these second-level caches. Such a system would achieve near optimal latency, bandwidth, and storage performance.
